Integration of structural probability in speech production:
Evidence from Japanese relative clauses
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Research Question
Is structural probability reflected in acoustic output
(e.g., word duration) of incremental speech production?

Background
• Acoustic properties of incremental speech production (e.g. word duration,
vowel quality) reflect probabilities of words, sentence structure, and
contexts
• Highly frequent words produced with shorter syllable duration

Method
Participants
•

Materials
•

• Highly frequent function words longer in less predictable contexts
(Bell, Jurafsky, Fosler-Lussier, Girand, Gregory & Gildea, 2003)

•

Possible sources of this phenomenon (Aylett & Turk, 2004)
• Articulatory practice
• Ease of lexical retrieval
• Speaker-controlled variation based on the accommodation of
hearers’ needs

Critical sentences (n=24): Two Latin-squared, pseudorandomized lists
Sample critical item
[ お父さんが/の 先週
買った 靴 ]
-が すぐに 壊れてしまった。
[ otoosan-ga/no senshuu katta kutsu ]-ga suguni kowareteshimatta
father-NOM/GEN last.week bought shoes-NOM instantly broke

(Aylett & Turk, 2004)

• Contextual probabilities based on verb subcategorization influence
word duration and vowel quality (Aylett & Turk, 2004)
• The probability of speakers’ choice of dative patterns also predicts
word duration (Tily, Gahl, Arnon, Snider, Kothari & Bresnan, 2009)

Adult native speakers of Japanese (n = 9; female n = 6) aged 22–27

‘The shoes that the father bought broke immediately.’
•
•

Filler sentences (n=48)
Practice sentences (n=20)

Procedure
•
•
•

Sentences appeared one-by-one
Participants read each sentence silently first, then read it aloud
Participants saw both lists (the order was counter-balanced)

Results

• All previous studies have been on English and based on local cues
(i.e. probabilities estimated based on adjacent lexical items)

No significant difference between durations
in the two conditions (p = .51)

➜ What about in Japanese? What about with more global cues?

[ 昨日
[ kinoo
yesterday

ジョンが
買った ] 本
John-ga katta ] hon
John-NOM bought book

b.

[ 昨日
[ kinoo
yesterday

ジョンの
買った ] 本
John-no katta ] hon
John-GEN bought book
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Embedded subject relative clauses allow both nominative -ga and
genitive -no (Harada, 1971, 1976; Watanabe, 1996)

2.2

•

Head noun duration (log)

Japanese Ga-No conversion

2.7

Figure 1. Log-transformed head noun durations in each condition

ga
-ga

‘the book that John bought yesterday’
•

b. *昨日
ジョンの
本を
買った
*kinoo
John-no hon-o
katta
yesterday John-GEN book-ACC bought
‘John bought a book yesterday.’
•

Genitive -no increases the probability of an upcoming noun

➜ Head nouns were produced with shorter duration following
genitive -no than when following nominative -ga (Kurumada, 2011)
Current study replicates Kurumada (2011), with more experimental control
and a longer distance between subject marking and head noun

Condition

•

Durations of head nouns and sentences measured in ms and logtransformed

•

Speech rate calculation:

Matrix subject does not allow genitive -no
(2) a. 昨日
ジョンが
本を
買った
kinoo
John-ga hon-o
katta
yesterday John-NOM book-ACC bought

no
-no

# sentence morae – # HN morae
duration of sentence – duration of HN

•

Linear mixed effects model:
LogHNDuration ~ 1 + Condition + CenteredLogSpeechRate +
(1 | Subj) + (1 | Trial) + (1 | Item)

Discussion and Conclusion
A few potential explanations for the null results
• Acceptability of different intervening adverbs and debate about their
canonical position à Follow up without adverbs
• More disfluencies in fillers à More control on fillers
Future research using spontaneous speech or elicited productions
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